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Dover Society member Jeff Howe is to
be congratulated on his detailed

research which reveals a range of little
known facts about our town. Jeff, a garage
manager and an active member of the
Western Heights Preservation Society, is
the author of the most readable book
Secret Dover (Amberley: 2019 £14.99).

He delves into the background of Dover’s
long-demolished Promenade Pier, leading
citizens who invested in it, why it failed
financially and highlights the artistes who
entertained townsfolk and visitors there.

Jeff, who gave a talk to our society about
the location of the Archcliffe round
towers that once defended Dover’s
western harbour, provides more details
about these historic forts depicted in the
well-known painting of Henry VIII
setting sail from Dover for the Field of
Cloth of Gold.

He unearths more facts about the
Western Heights and recalls the
military hospital that once stood on the
lower slopes of the Western Heights
and some of the staff who worked
there. This hospital was demolished
not all that long ago. I was given
injections there in the late 1940s
before embarking for North Africa
military service.

I was very interested in his research
about Hellfire Corner Dover at the
time of the Dunkirk Evacuation,
when the town played host to British,

Allied and Americans journalists just
waiting for the German invasion. He
recalls the raid that virtually destroyed
The Grand Hotel in Wellesley Road and the
rescue of journalists from the debris. His
map of the British anti-invasion defence
zones is among the wide range of excellent
illustrations in the book.

In my opinion many of Jeff’s “secrets”
have been culled from the pages of the
Dover Express (and possibly other
newspapers) but where the author shines
is his detailed follow-up research which
makes Secret Dover such a good read.
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